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Being an artist is the same as being a 
wizard…



Introduction

Art surrounds life, all people in every 
location, without us being aware of it. 
Since time immemorial, art has existed as 
long as man has. It is a huge part of our 
culture, which shapes our ideas, and vice 
versa, and provides us with a deeper 
understanding of emotions, self-awareness, 
and more.



Branches of club

Decoration  
Cell

Handicraft  
Cell

Creative 
Canvas Cell



Decoration Cell

The decoration cell adds life and vividness to the fests 
at SRMGPC .It is one of the best off stage cells and 
has won several awards. The cell was introduced in the 
year 2005 and since then it's becoming more and more 
creative and innovative. Every member of the cell is 
uniquely gifted and they bring out the best in others. 
We together as a family motivate and guide each other 
at every step. Any occasion without decorations and 
lights looses the soul. So we are the heart and soul to 
every college event.



“Only art penetrates what pride, passion, intelligence 
and habit erect on all sides – the seeming realities of 

this world”



How we work….

The decoration cell makes the base and adds flavor to the 
fests. Under the guidance and support of 4th year students 
the work becomes light and facile for the group. Through 
their experience and work the advice and assist the other 
students. Working as coordinator 3rd year students 
manage all the activities and assign duties to their 
subordinates and work with them making a peaceful 
environment for the cell. 2nd year students work as 
assistant coordinators and provide  support to their seniors 
and colleagues. They also motivate and welcome the 
freshers with warm hearts and help them express their 
talents.1st year fresher students are the volunteers in the 
activities and come up as helping hand . 



“Teamwork divides the task 
and multiplies the success”

“Art is an emotion 
flowing 

in the river of 
imagination”



Handicraft Cell
Handicraft is about processing
materialby hand with
hand tools. Handicraft cell provides a 
platform for creativity and imagination .
In the cell there is lot of
competetion like pot designing,mehandi
designing etc. Handicraft cell is part of 
Abhivyakti here we decorate 
garden area every year by crafts which we 
had made. we do work like sketching , 
painting ,card making , icecreamsticks craft 
and many more.we make 3–D design.



Helping Hands…



Creative Canvas Club
In this club we perform so many 
activities related to arts. basically, 
this club is a part of Abhivyakti.
Here students can show their art 
technique .and we decorate the 
garden every year by using art. 
Here each member has different 
works...like calligraphy, sketching, 
portrait design...we try to make 
everything in such way that look like 
real.



The Creative Canvas Club celebrates creativity in a fast-moving 
world. Problem solving, decision making and processing skills are all 

innate to a crafting activity.
Creative crafting provides a platform for creative expression that 

nurtures imagination.




